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I N T R O D U C T I O N

The 5.5 MeV Van-de-Graaff Accelerator at Trombay has

completed 13 years of operation. The total operation of the

machine since its commissioning in 1962 exceeds 59i3OO hours

and the new accelerator tube has already completed 26,300 hours

since installation in 1969*

The operation schedule of the machine on a 3 shift

7 day week basis, started towards the end of 1965, has been

continued throughout the yea*.

Regular periodic preventive maintenance, introduced

last year, has made considerable difference in the machine

operation as can be seen in the detailed analysis of the machine

operation given on page 4.

Most of the spare parts required for the accelerator

and ajfeilliary equipment are fabricated locally and foreign

exchange requirement has been cut down to the minimum.

A Z/M analyser system developed at the laboratory has

been Installed replacing the H.V.E.C. ion source. The high

voltage terminal has been modified to accomodate the system.

This has enhanced the capability of the accelerator by making

larger beams (upto>v10xAA) available, when required, without

overloading the accelerator tube. Accelerated beams upto

r^j 70 r\ A of '<1 MeV alpha particles have become possible
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through the acceleration of He + lona available from thle

system.

Thie report covers all the work that la being done

at the Ven-de-Graaff Laboratory of the Nuclear Physics

Division. This includes brief account of the experimental

and theoretical research programmes, activities of the Nuclear

Data Group, and the progress of all developmental projects

e.g. the low energy horizontal tandem accelerator, 'Dumas' mass

separator and the ion implantation facilities. A number of

groups outside BARO/TIFR heve utilized the accelerator and their

work is elso included in this report.
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I - The 5.5 MeV VAN DE QRAAPP ACCELERATOR

A - ACCELERATOR OPERATION

Anelyals of Machine Operation

Total time available from 1st Jan.1974
to 31at Dec. 1974

Holidays during the year

Time lost due to non availability of
liquid nitrogen

Time lost due to failure of power chiller,
air conditioning plant over head crane and
gas compressor.

Time used for routine maintenance

Time used for major maintenance

Time used for installation of Z/M antilyser
ion-source system

Time lost due to- breakdowns*

Total time machine run

Machine Utilization

Time utilized for research experiments

Time utilized for..testing of Z/M analyser
ion-source system

Time lost due to machine conditioning and
failure of beam transport vacuum equipment

8760 hours.

48 "

144 »

394 "

336 •

1008 w

456 "

2244 "

4130 "

8760 hours

3363 n

60 "

707 n

4130 hours

• Of this 615 hours have been utilized in transferring
insulating gas and accelerator tank roughing*
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B - MACHIM3 PERFORMANCE

Analysis of the machine performance can be devided in

two periods.

(i) Jan. '74 to Sept. '74* Utilization of the accelerator for

research experiments'during this period works out to be 79»7^.

This is very near the expected figure of 80^, after the

introduction of preventive maintenance and regular replacement

of the components at the end of estimated lifetime. This figure

compares very f^vourpbly with that of last year I.e. 53.1^.

Month-wise utilization for reseerch experiments as e. percentage

of total time available for machine run, is shown in Fi*.1.

During this period Z/M analyser system was installed in

the accelerator terminal and major maintenance of the accelerator

was cerried out. All the components for the Z/M analyser were

iocelly fabricated.

(ii) Oct. '74 to Dec. '748 During thiB period the accelerator

remained inoperetive due to following reasons:

a) StPtor shaft of the alternator assembly at the terminal was

worn out and had to be remetallized.

b) Chilled water Bupply end airconditionin,* were shutdown for

connecting to.the central air conditioning system.

c) Shortage, of liquid nitrogen*

d) Failure of over head crane utilized for lifting the

accelerator pressure vessel.
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it) Failure of the gas compressor utilized for transferring

the insulating gas to or from the accelerator pressure

vessel.

f) A micro leak under pressurised conditions in the ion

souroe.

g) A vacuum leak in the accelerator tube gate valve,

h) A vacuum leak in the quartz viewer shaft.

1) Pressure to vacuum leak in the accelerator system,

j) A micro leak in the sealing of the. tube head, in the

joint between the flange and the glass insulator.

The accelerator down-time was utilized to remove all

the 134 Column resistor chains and test them. The column

resistor chains were reinstalled after thorough checking.
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II. "RESEARCH PROGRAMMES*

1. ffifther Isoapln States in Ar through Alpha Particle Capture

Resonancei (D.R. Chakraborty, &.A. Eawaran, H.H. Oza and N.I.

Ragoowpnsi) - The present work is connected with the view of

locating and studying the higher isospin states in the self-conjugate

nucleus ? Ar throughoC-capture. The lowest T=2 states in Ar is at
Eex a ^#^12 M e V an<i *he low®"* T=2 states is reported to he E e x «=

10.86 MeV from (p,t) reaction . The excitation region studied in

this work is ̂  10.65 MeV to /s/10.94 MeV.

A ? 6 target (enriched to 99.9"*) is prepared by evaporating

S»2S_ on frold hacking. The water cooled target of thickneas 24iUg/cm2

(/v10 keV for 5 MeV) was bombard with << -particles, from 5.5 Wt

Vpn-rte-Graaff accelerator at Trombsy, in steps of 5 keV, steps being

reduced to half near c resonance. A 12.5 cm (dia)x15cm Nal (Tl)

detector at en angle of 55° with incident beam and distance of (5.4cm

from the target detected the V -rays. The excitation function as

obtained for three energy regions of V -rays, is shown in fig.2.

Two sharp resonsnces ©re established at Eo<(lab)=4.53 MeV and 4.69 KeV,

E g x = 10.67 MeV and 10.82 MeV, which decay predominantly to ground

end first excitod state respectively. The absolute strengths of the

resonances were estimated by comparing the * -yield with that from
4Mg(«x,Y) reaction at E = 3.2 Mev resonance of known strength1 ̂.

The rntrular distribution has PISO been taken on the E^s.4.69 MeV

resonpnce for the transition, resonance 2+ (1.97 MeV) and the yt*

analysis of the data for different spin choices of the resonance was

made for verious values of multiple mixing retio.

In the case of«<-caputre resonance on even-even target, J

values of resonances are limited to 0+, 1", 2*, 3", 4*,

For the E oc « 4.69 MeV resonance, the ohoioes 1", 3" can be

ruled out because of large ?J2 mixing needed. Por the choice of

J * 2*, the transition, Res. —*2+(1.98 MeV), is either pure M1
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or predominantly E2 ( 6>50°). Ruling out the large multipole

mixing for this transition from the resonance from which the

ground state transition is almost negligible, the M1 transition

strength ia 0.03 w.u. as determined from the resonance strength.

According to the isospin selection rule5' <£>-T»=1 M1 transition

is inhibited in self-conjugate nuclei. The observed transition

strength falls on the higher side , indicating the possibility

of A.T = 1, for this transition. The observation of very small

E2 ( <0.1w.u.) strength in the ground state transition is

consistant with this possibility5^. The possibility J ^ =4+

however cpnnot be ruled out from the presently available

evidence. These results, as well as the information obtpired

on E = 4.53 MeV resonance ere shown in Teble 1. Out of the

two possible choices, 1~ and 2* for the second resonance,

the resonance strength shows that, if it were 1~t then possibly

-£k T = 1 for this

TABLE I

^ (LAB)
(MeV) (MeV) !

(eV)

TRANSITION
MTTLT1

POIAR.
ITY

4.69 10.82 2.2 + 0.2 4+

(1.97MV)

4.53 10.67 0.86+0.13

E2

H1

E2

E2

El

0.8

3.1x1O~2

0.1

0.21

5.2x10"*
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2. J.C. Hardy, H. Brunnnder »nd J. Cerny, Phys. Rev. CJ[ (1970)561.
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4. G.A. Hokken, J.A.J. Hermans and A Van Gunkel, Nucl.

Phya. A211. (1973) 406.

2. Spectra, of Doubly Odd Huoleit (S. Saini pnd S.K. Gupta) -

the apectrp for doubly odd nuolei with minimum seniority wpve

functions for both odd groups were calculated by de-Shslit '

and Schwartz ' using zero rnnge approximation. Later de-Shalit and

Wnleokp. ' did consider the effect of f in i te range of the inter-

action but this ppproach hps not been persued much in the l i t e r a -

ture. In this paper a schematic interaction consisting of the

deltp-function interaction plus the long range quadrupole-qua-

drupole interaction has been used to calculate the spectra of

many odd-odd nuclei. Following the work of Schwartz ' and de-

Shalit end Walecka5', the analytic expressions for the energy

leve ls for the assumed interaction can be written down.

The schematic interaction i s assumed to be of the form

Where V i s the strength of deltp-function interaction, <Kis the

strength of spin dependent part and VQ i s the fraction of lon r̂

mnge interaction.
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Using the lowest seniority wave functions, the energy

ls oan be expressed in
1two partlole configuration

levels oan be expressed in terms of matrix elements for the
1 2)

(2)

The constant in (2) is independent of J and is given

x (1-ctf), where P is the radial integral and

Then energy levels for the interaction given in (1) are given

by

(4)
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where I

Using the harmonic oscillator wave functions, with harmonic

oscillator parameter 1* » J^L z /j-aikfA ̂  fenni, we hpve cal-

culated the energy levels for some odd-odd nuclei.

In the schematic interaction (1), there are three para-

meters npmely Vo, Y Q and <X , which were suitably adjusted

to ^et the best fit to the experimental levels. In most of

the cases, our calculations, reproduce the spin sequence and

the energy of the few low lying levels ne shown in Pig. 3 and

Pig. 4. The same parameters do not give the best fit for nuclei

like 2iSc» nnd 23V} whicn *B not desirable. This probpbly is

due to the fpct thst when we use a truncated configuration

space, the pprpmeters hpve to- be suitably renormnlized for each

nuclei. In most of the cnses, the function interaction alone

cannot reproduce the experimental spectra. The addition of

small amount of Q - Q interaction brings the spectra into a

closer agreement with the experimental data.

References!

1. A de-Shplit, Phys. Rev. 2l(J953) H79,

2. C. Schwartz, Phys. Rev. 21 (1954) 95

3. A. de-Shplit and J.S. Walecka, Nucl. Phys. 22 (1961)184.

4. J.D. Mo Cullen, B.F. Bayman and I. 2amiok, Phys. Rev. 134B

<1<»64) 515.
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3. Spectroscopy of * V with (n.nVl Reaction: (S.K. Gupta,

S. Saini, L.V. Nam;Joehi and M.K. Mehta) - InformPtion en the

low-lying levels upto 1.9 MeV excitption of the doubly odd

nucleus V has been obtpined through the Ge(M) - Ge(Li)

coincidence study with the 5 Ti(p,n'*') V reaction. Branching

ratios have been measured and tentative spin-pprity pssignments

have been made. A detailed comparison with other measurements

reported recently has also been made. Using the lowest senio-

rity wavefunction with (f7/2^"« ^f7/2^n configuration, energy

levels and electromagnetic properties hpve been calculated.

These have been compared with the present «nd earlier experi-

mentpl datp.

4. Study of the Reaction 55Vin(n.n)55Fe from Ep = 1.35 MeV

to 5.4 MeV. (S. KBilpS, Y.P. Viyogi+, S. S f lini, S.K. Gupt«,

N.K. Ganguly , M.K. Mehta, A. Banerjee and S.S. Kerek^tte) -

The totpl (p,n) cross-section for the reaction Mn(p,n) Pe

was measured in 5 keV steps using a Mn target (*^/8 keV

thick for E = 3 MeV) and A 4TT - geometry neutron counter,

from E_ = 1.35 MeV to 5.4 MeV. The excitation function

exhibits * large number of resonances, seme of which can be

identified with the isobaric analogue states in the oompound

» ITSTS Sch»l»r

+ Members of VEC Project BARC
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nucleus ' Mn. The excitation funotien averaged over 200 keV

energy interval is analysed «n the basiu of optical model.

Hpueer Feshbaoh theory with Moldsuer'a modification is used to

get the fit to the experimental data. The isobaric analogue

resonance »t Ep« 1.54 HeV is analysed to get the speotroscopic

factor.

(Presented at Nuclear Physios and Solid State Physics
Symposium - 1974)

5. A Method for Determining Target Thioknasa for Th}n Targets

(down to 2 AX gm/cB ) evaporated on Thick Backings, utilising

Bpck Sontterlnfr of Alpftn Particles} (M. B«l»krishnan, S. KBIIPS,

S.S. Kerokntte and M*K. Hehta) - The mensurement of the absolute

thicknesses of targets which are deposited on thick booking is

very essential for determining the absolute cross sections in

certpin types of nuclear reactions. This requires a special

effort especially when the target mass number is less th»n that

of the backing. The problem is similar to that of nondestru-

ctive method of investigation of surface layers on thick aub-

strates. The method utilises the principle of the shift in the

sharp edge of the back scattered alpha particles. The tech-

nique has been made sensitive enough by the use of a 4000 channel

analyser and gain stabilised electronics to measure thicknesses

down to about 2/jcgra/cm with an error of +
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6. "si(<?<.n) S reaction gear threaholdt (M. B«l«krishnan,

S. Kailae, S.S. Kerekatte and M.K. Mehta) - The low energy

neutron cross sections are interesting both from nuclear spectro-

ecopy pointB and of astrophysicnl points. We have measured the

repctions ySl(«»«,n) S just near the threshold in the energy

range E ̂  = 1.8 to 2.5 MeV after reducing back ground effects

substantially. The (n,oO cross sections were obtpined using

reciprocity relations. The reaction shows some Interesting

structures of width around 80 keV wide and the alpha width,

neutron width and reduced widths have been extracted for these

structures. The possible significances of there structures

are discussed. The average alpha strength functions indicate

an abnormal behaviour in thiB region.

7. ^?(o<.n) TTn Reaction in the Energy Range 2.6 to 5.1 MeVt

(M. Balakrishnan, S. Kailas, S.S. Kerekatte and M.K. Mehta) -

S-d shell nuclei are well studfed theoretically. So experi-

mental information «n nuclei in these region are useful in

testing theoretical predictions. The compound states of odd-

even nucleus Na provides proper spectra in this example.

Experimentally low lying levels in Na have been studied

extensively using (d,o<) reaction on Mg ; Prom elastic and

inelastic scattering of protons on We, katorl' et «1 ' have

identified a totpl of 75 resonances, corresponding to levels

in Na hnve been raessured by du Toit et al . Since there
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no precise measurement of the resonpnces through («<tn)

channel, we have undertaken this experiment.

About 100 nano amperes analysed *He singly ionized beem

wpE used to bombard a CaF2 target (about 5 keV thickness for

3 MsV plphps) on tantalum backing. The neutrons were detected

in n 4 TT neutron counter. For measuring the pbsolute target

thickness, the method of beck scattering of plphn particles

from the backing tantalum was used .

Figure 5 showe the excitation function taken for the

5 keV target in steps of 5 keV. The crosses in the excitation

function show the reproduction of 3e.ta in 2.5 keV.

Within the range of excitation 12.6 wnd H.5 *feV, «bout

57 resonnnces hpve been identified, which yielded R vplue for

everege level specing p.s 38 keV. The relptively Inrger level

sppcings that pre observed in the ( o(tn) channel indicate

selective excitation of resonances with lnrge «<-percent»./;e.

Under the assumption used by Schiffer et »1 ' that for the

cpse fn >^ fo*. and that all the other widths are relatively

small, a value of the alphc particle strength function S^,

obtained from the expression

Using an average vplue for the alpha strength function < F >

* 0.01 + 0.002 we could fit the entire energy region and is
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shown by the continuous line in Pig. 6. The good fit obtoinefl

nlao indicptespossible absence of p.ny intermediate structure4'

with lprge plphs strength function

References:

1. PcM. Endt snd C. V«n der leun; Nuclear Physics A 2l±
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5. J.P. Schiffer, I.L. Lee, R.H. Davis «nd F.W. Prosser
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8. Resonpnce Spectroscopy of Si Nucleus in the Excitetion

Energy Range 14.276 MeV to 15.022 MeV: (L.V. Nemjoshi+,

S.K. Gupta and M.K. Mehta) - Excitation functions for the

reaction 26Mg( <<,«)26Mg from 4.185 MeV to 5.145 MeV lab. energy

measured at angles 81°, 118°, 135° and 165° have been analysed

+ NSTS Scholar
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using R-mptrix theory of nuclear reactions. The computer

pr«pr^m MULTI coding the multilevel raulti chfinnel expression

for differential cross section h»s been used for the purpose.

Shnpe nnnlysis of the observed pnomnlies hrve resulted in

Hentifiention of twelvo leveln in tho compound nucleus *°Si.

The axoitrtion morales nnd spin3 pnd pprities of these levels

pre 14.3?O (0+) , 14.376(O+), H.'iOfiCO*), U.597(0+), U.627(?+),

14.675(1"), 14.710(3"), U.fl-^O*), 14.917(3"), 14.973(2+),

1"i.000(0+), iS.O6°-(4+). The overnp;e cross section differs from

Rutherford crosn section by pbout 30* r>t ̂ 11 angles except

r t 81°. The pvernge cross section could be fitted with the

opt1 CPI model even though the incident enerrv is b̂oufc ? MeV

below the Coulomb barr ier . The nbsolute cross section could bo

fitted when the multilevel multichpnnel expression of the R-m&tri

theory w*9 modified to replpce the background hni'd 3phere phe^e

shifts by the complex opticpl model php.se shi f ts .

*
9. Wuclewr Dwtp Mepsurenenta; (H.M. Jnin , S.K. Gurrfcn

nnd M.K. Mehtp) - Preliminpry mensurements hpve been carried
?32out to tnersure the «r- (n, or) for Th usinr the pctivation

231 2^?
technique. The activity due to Th produced, from Th(n,^ )
repction in * foi l , would be obtained by mepsuring the intensity

233of prnrain rpys from 'Th decay. Weutrons of known energy would

be produced by the Iii(p,n) regjjtion using the

Member of Experimental Repctor Physics ftroup
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accelerator. As pn initial step the gnmma spectrum of an

irradiated Th foil hss been studied with a 27 c.c. Ge(Ii)

over n period of three hours. Five photo pepks suitable for

carrying out the activity counting were observed with energy

86o5, t62.l5, 169. 459 find 671 keV. The measured intensities

of these different peaks were observed to decey'at the seme

rate. The mepsured relative yields were found to be different

from those published one. Tq overcome fhis problem we are

planning to measure 5 Th(n, 1) capture cross section fcr

107
thermal neutron with respect to that for 7lAu. With this

we would develope the techniiue of measurement also.

10. Study of (p.Y)Reaotionst (M.A. Rahman*, M.A. Awftl*

ond 3.K. Gupta) - In order to investigate the gamma decay of
28 *52 cc

Isobpric analog resonances in Si, Cr and Co the reactions

27Al(p,**) 5iV(p,Y) and 54Fe(p,-V) have been studied. The

resonances in these reactions were located using a 12.5 om x

15 cm Nal(Tl) detector. On the resonances gamma spectra were

taken using a 20 c.c. Ge(Li). Angular distributions were also

measured at some of the resonances. The gamma decays of the

levels at 13.707, 13.980 end H.007 in 28Si end 12.785 and
CO

12.795 MeV in J Cr have been measured.

* Members of Atomic Energy Centre, Dacca, Bangladesh
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11. SpectroaoQPv of 7 4As. 7 9Se and 7 9 f 8 i K r Nuclei Through

(p.n) r e n t l o n . (O.V.K. Bpba, Y.K. Agarwal*, S.M. Bharati*

and B. Lai*) - The structure of odd-inn as nuclei in the region

41 ^ N,Z < 49 has not been well understood roninly due to the

complexity of the coupling schemes involving the pnamolous d

atptes. The observed B(B2) values in this region show large

enhancements over single particle estimates which suggest

thflt some of the nuclei m»y be deformed. There have been

attempts to interpret the anaraolous positive parity states

occurring in this region in terms of. the quasi-pnrticle phonon

coupling models and the rotational model; however, the nega-

tive parity states do not conform to a simple picture. The

aim of this work i s to investigate in detail the nuclei in

the region with N'^'43 In order to find out whether they could

be understood in terras of deformation.

A detailed experimental study w*s, therefore, undertaken

of the low-lying levels in 7 4As, ? 5Se Pnd 7 9 | 8 i K r nuclei

through (p,n) re notion using %5 MeV Van de <Jra»ff Accelerator.

The Important information on these nuclei obtained in th i s

work cpn be summarised *»s follows:

Excitation functionsof "^-rays, and^-Y, n - v , and£*->t

coincidence measurements have been performed following the

(p,n) reaction. These mopsurements have resulted in the

* Members of TIFR.
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discovery of new levels and transitions in all the three

nuclei. Internal conversion coefficients of several low-lying

transitions have been newsured which led to unambiguous spin

«nd parity asdgnments to most of the low-lying levels. l i f e -

times of the 271.3 keV level in 74As and the 112.1, 133.0 and
7*5

286.7 keV levels in Se have been determined by making e -

n and e~ - f coincidence measurements. Significant discre-

pancy in the earlier works in regard to the lifetime of the

286.7 keV level in JSe has been resolved. The lifetime
7Aattributed to a level at "V 275 keV excitation in As in

the previous work, has been definitely established to corres-

pond to a level gt r>* 259 keV. On the basis of this data

and the measured multipolarities of transitions from these

states, B(B2) and B(M1) values were deduced and comppred

with theoretioal models,

+ 81

A 9/2 level in ° Kr associated with the single particle

Jyx orbital has been identified as alBo a 1/2" level in Se.

Further, well-developed rotational bands corresponding to

Nilason orbitals (301*) *nd (301* ) have been identified in

Se and '%r. These are shown in Fig. 7.

The evidence obtained here unambiguously indicates that

the nuclei with N ̂ ^43 eire deformed with /*> 2 ""̂  0.3* Although

the positive parity states could not be fitted into simple
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rotational bands, the ooourpnce of low-lying 1/2
7*5 79in ' Se n̂d Kr could be quplitatively understood on the

basis of deformPtion. The observed inertial parameter

A 2/2 3 »nd the decoupling parameter CL fop the negative

parity rotational bnnds are found to be consistent with

theoretical estimates. Further, the Coriolis coupling

between the odd particle and the core in Se is found to

Play an important role in mixing the K => 1/2"" and K =

3/2" bands.

12. Study of Isobaric Analogue States in Zn through

Proton Capture by 3Cu. (A. Roy*, K.V.K. Iyengar* and

M.L. Jhingan ) - The reaction Cu(p,Y) Zn has been stu-

died in the proton energy range 1650-2750 keV using the

VPn de Graaff accelerator at B.A.R.C., Trombay. About 100

resonances were observed in the excitation function out of

which the prominent ones at E a* I73I, 1882, 2036, 2099,

2312, 2352, 2421 and 2479 keV have been identified as

analogues of the ground and low-lying excited states of *C

The excitation function is shown in Fig. 8. The overall

energy resolution Wgs 2.5 keV. The coulomb displacement

energy for the isobaric pair Ou- Zn has been deduced

* Members of TIFR, Bombay
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to be (9.63 + 0.01) MeV. The spectra of •"* -rays and their

distributions have been obtained at resonances corresponding to

the analogue of the ground And first, four excited states of Cu.

The resonance strengths and the branching ratios f»r the "/-decays,

of the resonpnces have been obtained. The M1 width of the Y-decay

from the resonance at 1731 KeV to the ground state of Zn, (0.20 £

».O4),eV, is in excellent agreement with the value 0.19 eV deduced

from the log ft value of 5,3 of the /5 -decay of the parent anplogue.

13. locution of ^Eu. Implanted Into Cu-Single Crystal: (M.B. Kurup*,

K.(J. Praaad*, and it.P. Shprma") - The channeling and back scattering

of 2 MeV <X. -particles hns been used to determine the lattice

location of Bu in Cu-single crystal. Am*ulpr acns of the

scattered «*-particles alonff the two mn.jor crystal axis <110/

O 1 1 ^ have revealed that more than 90^ of the impurity atoms are

located non-substitutionplly with respect to the ^110^ axis.

These meraurements have been very usef.il in understanding the

Iprge electric field gredients of the order or } x 10 ' volts/cm

at the fid-site in the diamagnetic cubic copper host as found by us

by perturbed Anrular correlations measurements on the implanted

samples ( Eu in Cu foils) after neutron irrpdiation to produce

Members of TIPRf Bombay.
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14. Energy Ions of Chpnneled Protons In Al-Simrle Crystalt

(M.B. Kurup*, K.G. Prasad* and R.P. Sharma*) - A detailed

investigation of the energy loss of 1-2 MeV protons incident

the ^ ^ 0 ^ direction of an Al-aince crystal using two strong

resonances in the Al(p,*<) Mg reaction at proton energies

1565 KeV and 1726 keV. The measurements have revealed that there

exiatB a wide distribution in the energy loss for ptotone in the

rligned caiae and this distribution depends sensitively on the depth

at which the measurements ere curried out. It has been clearly

shown that it is not very appropriate to, uae even en average energy

loss for channeled particles.

15. Nuclear Spectroscppy Through Nuclear Reactions Around Tin*

(B.B. Baliga**, R. Bhattacharya** and IT.B. Chfttterjee**) - Odd-Z

nuclei around tin region are studied by bombarding with protons

and He in the energy range 3.25 to 5.25 MeV from Van de grnaff

Accelerator. Coulomb excitation and (p,n^) reactions ore prominent.

Some levels excited by (p,Y) reactions have also been observed.

Antimony (2 =,51» isotopes 121 and 123), Indium (Z = 4g, isotopes

113 end 115) and silver (Z = 47, isotopes 107 and 109) "re Used

as targets.

Natural antimony powder WBB sintered tinder pressure of

nearly 10 tons per square inch and tablets as thick as 2 mm w«re

made with a surface diameter of about 1 cm. this is mounted on

* Members of TIPR, Bombay.

** Members of 3INP, Calcutta.
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tin lined target holder in a specially made scattering chamber.

The size of the chamber is such that the detector Burface can be

brought as near as 3 cm from the surface of the target. The

terget is bombarded with protons of energy 3.25 to 5.25 MeV in

191 1?*
steps of 250 keV. Coulomb excitation of Sb end ^ S b excited

191
following levelsi *'Sb - "508, 572, 998 and 1143 keV. Only one

12"?

level 381 keV is excited in ^Sb. These have als© been confirmed

by Coulomb excitation with He particles.121 121
(p,nY) reaction in Sb leading to Te, excited 12
191

levels in c let 213, 233, 246, 320, 532-, 597, 700, 862, 958,

1011, 1201 and 1363 keV. Three levels were observed in 'le by

(p,nV) reaotion on i23Sbt 159, 193, 438 keV.

All the Klines observed in the proton and He bombard-

ment of targets have been indentified. Detailed estimation of

contribution to various states is underway and excitation

functions will be estimated. It is necessary to confirm the

(p.,nV) lines by n,V coincidences.

Natural silver block aftout 2 mm thiok and 1 cm square

mounted on silver foil lined tBrget holder was bombarded with both

protons and *He particles in the same energy range. Both Coulomb

ebtcitation and (p,nY) reactions were observed and identified on
the basis of excitation functions. The lines belonging to ^ C d

10Q
end 7Cd have been assigned on the basis of our previous works.
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However, it is neoessary that theae be Confirmed by n,V coinci-

dence. This can also settle about a number of V -lines which we

could not identify. It is proposed to further investigate these

nuclei by (n,Y) coincidence and nn/wler distribution of V -rays.

The work done with silver targets wta reported fit the

r.P. & S.S.P. Symposium at Bombay(1974). Identification of (p,n*)

lines end Coulomb excited lines have been discussed in detnil in

this work. Some of this work also formed pert of a contributed

pnper submitted to the International Conf^.ence on pairnna transition

probPbilities held at Delhi (Nov.1974). The mrjor portion of this

pnper consisted of the work done with' cyclotron Ft the Sshfi Insti-

tute of Nuclear Physics, Calcutta.

Preliminary data was obtained by bombarding natural In

foil with protons of energy 3.0 to S.O MeV in steps of 500 keV.

As the Coulomb excited states ere fairly high very little excita-

tion was observed. However, some (p,nY) lines from In bombard-

ment have been identified. Detailed study of the data is underway.

16. Spectroscop^c Study of 1°7>1°9cd Excited States Through

1O7,1O9Agl (Tr#B# ohatterjee*, B.B. Bnlige* and R. Bhattpcharya*) -

(p,n) reactions are known to excite both the single particle

stntes end collective states. Hence they ore ideal to study the

low-lying states of several nuclei where the Q-values are not too

* Members of S.I.N.P., Caloutta.
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negative. The excited states of "• ^Cd have been observed

from the '• ^Ag(p,nV) reaction. In beam spectroscopic study

of ffsmina ray singles have been carried out with the Ge(Iii)

detector varying the proton energy from 3.0 to 5.25 MeV in steps

of 250 keV from Van de graaff accelerator of BARC. Energies and

intensities of the gsimnp reys have been measured. Some of the

levels which were weekly populated in decay have been strongly

excited in the reaction work. New gamma lines have been observed

which were not observed in our decay works earlier. Further

support for the existance of these lines have been obtained from

the published works on (p,n) and (d,p) reactions.

Excitation functions for the Coulomb excited levels of

^* Ag were also measured in this work and compared with the

previous work on these levels carried out with the cyclotron at

S.I.N.P., Calcutta.

17. On the Fundamental Representation of SU(3) Group* ('S.K. Gupte

pnd J.V.V. Raghavacharyulu) - The methameticel properties of SU(3)

and its generalisation SU(n) groups plsy an important role in

nuclear and elementary particle physics. An SU(n) group consists

of (n-1) diagmal elements v^spnd tffn-1) nondiagnal elements e e<$ •

For the fundamental representation of Ki-SBiedenhPrn defines n new

basis ' in terms of the real coefficient )s ' which satisfy the

following relations:
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Equption (1a) is derivpble from the eqn.(1) because it implies

A, fire elements of an arthogpnpl matrix with indices i = 0 to

n-1 rnd X= 1 to n. If A, s V»""i then null trsce condition

^ V »o is obtained for the diagonal matrices hi defined es

W h T ^ h e ^ is a matrix having CHJ"" element

to one nnd remaining BS zero. In general the sbovementioned equa-

tions for X^'leav* i-(n-1)(n-2) quantities undererrained. However,

for the SU(2) /?roup ell the elements of fundamental representation

are uniquely determined. For the STJ(3) group only one number ia

undefined end therefore a number of fundsmental representPtionB

can be written down using this single parameter. For example the

dipgonnl mptric€»s K»S can be written down in terms of ^.s with

'>'s given by

whRre I) =(s*+a«*O and 5 is a real parameter. Giving different

values to 5 various fundamental representation for SU(3) group

can be obtained which ere used by various authors.

References

1. I.e. Biedenharn, J. Math. Phys. £ (1963) 436.

2. A. Pnrtensky, J. Math. Phys. V& (1972) 621.
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18. Intrp-oluater Wave Functions and the Quasi-free Reaction

Litd.tp) Hei (AtK. Jain and F. Sarma) - The momentum distribution

of the clusters in the quasi free reaction Li(d,tp) is usually

calculated with the impulse approximation. In this calculation

the free d + d —-> t + p cross section as" measured experimentally

is used, 7/e have shown that the d(d,t)p cross section is profoundly

affected by the contraction of the deuterons when they eppropch each

other. The repction Li(d,tp) He must therefore be analysed taking

into account the deuteron contraction, since the deuteron cluster

Inside ^ii nucleus is expected to be much smpller then the free

deuteron.

The formalism for our calculations on the Li(d,tp) He reaction

takes into account the distortions of the waves in the incident and

outgoing channels. Antisymmetrization of the Li wave function has

been neglected end justification for this neglect derive* *Yom th«

fact that the reaction is extremely localized on the nurli»«r eurfao**,

A progrnm has been written using the infinite partip.l *wo prescri-

ption developed by ua. The code is written to use leso msmory and

less time thpn the Iifp^pd) He program developed earll-T. ?prpmet«»r»i

for the fl-Ii in the initial state and for the t-»c an<1 p-«c in th«

final state have been located.

19. Peuteron Contraction Effects in *-he P(*.t)P Hepction: (A.K. Jr-in

and N. Sprmp) - The tehaviour of the constituents of a doutpron In
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the presence of another deuteron may be studied through a rencti n

such as the d(d,t)p. In thia reaction tho incident deuteron pic*3

up a neutron from a target deuteron. The reaction mptrix element

should therefore depend on the form factor of the neutron in the

deuteron. The reaction la therefore interesting to study since

there has been recently a greet deal of evidence that the deuteroi

shrinks in the presence of another cluster suoh aa the Plphp

pprticle. There are several problems in the analysis of this

reaction. First, the antisymmetrisation of the four nucleons in

the initial stage has to be considered; the two processes, strippin<r

pnd pick up Pre then accounted for in the CPlculPtion. Secondly,

the Ions range interaction between the deuterona is important *>nd

this therefore requires p distorted *ave analysis. A previous

Rn^lyflis0) neglected this last aspect and their conclusion was that

it was necessery to trea,t distortions explicitly in order to,get

any satisfactory agreement with experiment.

The analysis of the d(d,t)p reaction has therefore been

carried out using a distorted wave formplisn with full antisymme-

trisation in the initial state. The formalism allows the internal

wave function of both tfouterons to be varied. In general this

causes 8 six dimensionpl integration in the evaluation of the

matrix element. Since the triton wave function is highly locali-

sed the distortions do not change over thia range end a separation
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of coordinates mey be reasonably made. The preliminary results

indicate that the agreement with experiment should be satisfactory.

20. Proton Knock-out Repctions p.r\.\ Cluster Structure in Li Isotopes;

(E.K. Jain pnd A.K. Jrin) - Tve proton knock-out reaction

Ii(e ,e 'p) He and li(p,?p) He are nnalyaed using plane wave

t-raatrix ppproximation (P'.VTA). The bound ntates are described by

the cluster model wpve functions. The calculated results -show tv.pt

these renctions pre very sensitive to the sizo of the clusters.

Comparison with the svpilpble experinentfll date suggests thnt the

deuteron in I i is contrectod with respect to i t s froe size, while

the triton in l i has about the ssnn size as that in the free slate.

(Presented at the Internationpl Conference on Few Body Problem" ir

Nuclear And Particle Physics, Quebec. Auff. 1974).
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III - I H 3 T R U M E N T A T I 0 I T

1. Installation of Z/U Analyser System on Yan-de-Graaff Accelerator!

(S.N. Misra and S.K. Gupta) - The ion source Z/il ant aer system

has been Installed on 5.5 MeV Van-de-Graaff accelerator at BA.R.C.

Trombay. The system is similar to the one described by Taylor and

Weil ' except for some modifications in it. It was installed in

the place of original HVEC ion source at the high voltage terminal.

The terminal wiring was modified to accomodate extra power supplies.

Two extra control drive systems were incorporated for adjusting

the deflector and the prefocua voltages. The height of the dome

was raised by about three and half Inches for accomodating the

system with Orteo model 320 ion source. All the bench test

results were reproduced prior to closing the high pressure tank.

The ion spectrum was seen on oscilloscope by the dynamic display

method". The ion source parameters were adjusted for the

optimum ion yield and the thermocouple gauge monitoring the

pressure of the gas inside the ion source was used in optlmiaL ng

the ion yield4*.

After pressurizing the pressure tank some pressure to

vacuum leaks were discovered. These leaks were located and

rectified. The accelerator was run with hydrogen, hellua-3 and

helium-4 gases feeding the ion source. The results are tabulated

below in table I.
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Table I

Ions Maximum Ion current could Typical Ion current
be drawn without analyser with analyser.

H+

it a

'HeTT - 80 na
4He + + - *200 na

* This is optimized ion current* Similar ion current for He

should also be obtainable under favourable conditions.

There was a repetitive failure of the feedback capacitors

in the R.F. oscillator. This was rectified by using ceramic

capacitors. After this change the failure due to faults in the

installed system have not been there.

Table II

Before installation After installation

1. Belt charging current HOyUa 80/O-a
required for 5 M B of f ./
proton beam after 90°
analyser.

2. Beam Spot Size appro*. 1fc mm approz. 1$ mm

3. Focus pick up for 5 a 4,t/-a 0.2^a
of analysed ion beam / /
on stopper.

The results tabulated in Table II shows that the belt

charging current required for the same amount of analysed ion
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current drawn from the accelerator got reduced to abous half and

the focus piok up to approx. 1/20 of ttte earlier.value. Thia

clearly shows that the electron loading of the accelerator due to

unwanted ion beams has been reduoed by half. It has been earlier

observed by other workers that Hg+ and H-+ ions produce about

twice the amount of X-rays compared to H Ions'' . In the present

case when these ions along with other ions such as N2
+,CO etc.

are eliminated before injecting into the accelerator) the X-ray

production reduoes by a factor of two* Hence more of the

required ion beam current can be drawn from the accelerator. Thia

reduction of electron loading will also increaae the l i f e of the

accelerating tube. I t alao helps in obtaining weak ion beans like

*He++
f *He*+ and H*** etc. from the accelerator without loading the

accelerating tube which when accelerated yield 11 HeV of hellua-3

or alpha ion bean or 16.5 MeT of nitrogen ion beam.
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2. Radio Frequency Oscillator for TJse with R»F. Ion Sources:

(S.N. Misra and S.K. Gupta) - It lies been a difficult problem to

design an R.F. oscillator with the tubes oth«r than 829B to suit the

R.F. ion sources of the type Ortec model 320. This has been pointed

out in details in the Crtec ion nouree i manual. The 029B tubes

have got marginal glass strength and they burst inside the pressure

tank at the pressure of about 200 psi. Meanwhile Ortec has come out

with an oscillator using two oerwnic tetrodes type RCA 8072 to solve

this problem. We have designed an oscillator using two locally a

available 6146 tetrodes giving performance of the ion source stmilnr

to 829B, '̂ hese tubes are able to withstand the 225 pai pressure

88tisfactorily« The oscillator circuit requires careful wiring

boceuse stray capacitances and inductances change the performance due

to the R.P. frequencies involved. The oscillator was tested on th**

bench test system for ebout one year. The performance of the osci-

llator 6n ion yield was found similar to the oscillator using O29B

tubes. The results for H+, *He+, He+ and *He++ ion beam currents

were comparable with the other oscillator. This oscillator has been

installed in the accelerator plong with the Z/K analyser system.

After some initial breakdowns of the feedback capacitors now it is

working satisfactorily. The circuit diagram of the oscillator is given

in fig. 9.
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3. A Sensitive High Vacuum Measuring Gadget (T.P. David and N. Sanaa) -

A large number of research experiments are to be conducted In high

vacuum and particularly so with experiments carried out with particle

accelerators. Continuous monitoring of the degree of vacuum inside

the beam tubest target chembers etc. used with the various experiments

is therefore necessary. Vacuum gauge heads are installed at a

number of places for this purpose and they form an Integral part of

the experimental as well as operational Byatem.

Vacuum gauge of a new design has been fabricated and has been

put into use in the Van de graaff laboratory. The points in view in

this new design weret 1) To make these gauges construction coot as

low as possible (the only gauge head available Is marketed by the

Indo-Bunoa Petroleum Company and is quoted at Es.1O4O/- with the

control unit at about to.8400/-),

2) To make the gauge more sensitive to read as high a vacuum as

possible (The present available Discharge gauge head often falls to

strike the discharge if the system is already at a high vacuum at the

time of putting •on* the gauge).

The gauge head assembly Is shown in fig.10. It oonsists of

a 5 cm. long brass tube. At one end of this tube is brased a

standard 19 mm (3/4") coupling* This enables ready replacement of

the existing discharge gauge head with the new one. The other end of

the tube olosed with a flange is drilled through tbd threaded so
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that a locally manufactured vf.cuum tight BNC type connector could be

fitted. The anode is soldered on to the centre pin of this

connector. The rubber gasket of the connector is replaced by en

O'ring which gives a good vacuum sealing.

A 6 cm long straight tungsten wire forms the enode. A

short length of nickel wire is wound at one end of this tungsten wire

and spot welded so that it could be easily soldered to the centre

pin of the BNC eonnec-ior. The anode is given a thin coating of

thorium nitrate dissolved in water* The wire is then heated to red

heat converting the nitrate Into oxide which is a good alpha-

emitter and sticks on to the wire. The quantity of thorium oxide

coated on to the wire is found to measure rv 1200 d. p.m. giving a

source strength of approximately 0.5 nC.

Three ring type ceramic magnets are slipped over the brass

tube and located with perspex spacers and locking ring. The axial

field strength measured is approx. 560 gauss at the centre.

The gauge is used at present with the existing discharge

gauge control units and the magnets are positioned such that it

gives comparable reading with the discharge gauge heads now in use.

This is done to enable the use of this gauge head whereever the

discharge gauge heads are used without any changes. The alpha

particles continuously emitted from the anode initiate ionization

even when switched on In good vacuum conditions. The electrons

travelling towards the +ve anode take a helioal path due to the
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presence of the axial magnetic field thus increasing lonieatlon.

Once the ionlzation is started the gauge works more or less as a

discharge gouge but with Increased sensitively.

' P-'g.H is plot of the readings taken on the new gauge head

against the readings taken simultaneously on the existing discharge

gauge head using the same control unit*

Pig.12 Is a plot of the new gauge head anode current measured

at different pressures using the same control unit.(Anode voltage

measured to be • 2 KV).

Two gauge heads of this type have been fabricated and

caliberated with the discharge gauge control unit. These are now

under regular use

Work has been undertaken to further modify the gau^s

construction In order to make the fabrication oost still lower at

the same time not sacrificing its sensitivity by adopting the

following changes*

1) Replace the tungsten wire used for anode with a 1 mm thick nickel

plrted or galvanised M.S. wire costing It with the nipha-emitter.

This can be readily soldered on to the BNC connector.

2) Do-away with the perspex spacers and magnet locking perspex ring

end fix the magnet in position over the brass tube with circllps

or araldite.

3) Use ex-s^ock available standard sise ceramic magnets, (present
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coot: Rs. 5/- a piece) standardise gauge dimensions to suit these

magnets and set other parameters.

A control unit for use with this gauge is under development*

Here again the main consideration is to make the unit cost as low as

possible while it givoa reliable service.

It is estimated that the cost of the gauge head together with

the control unit will be within te.1500/-.

4. Automatic Scanning of Excitation Function; (P.J. Bhalerao,

M.Y. Vaze, S.K. Gupta and C.V.K. Baba) - Usually the measurement of

excitation functions using the electrostatic accelerator is taken by

recording the yield of reaction product for different incident beam

energieetn small discrete steps. To minimize the effects of variation

of background due to beam current variations and on uniformity of the

target thickness due to target deterioration.an automatic scanning

unit which varies the beam energy in a given small energy range was

built.

Energy variation of the beam of the 5.5 MeV Van de graaff

accelerator is achieved by varying the analysing magnet current which

controls the feed back signal from the control silts situated after

the analysing magnet. This feed back signal controls the terminal

voltage by means of corona control. The continuous variation ot

beam energy 1B achieved by modulating the reference voltage of the
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analysing magnet current supply by a linearly increasing sawtooth

voltage. This causes the analysing magnet field to vary with the

sawtooth wave form and hence the beam energy. The range of the

variation of the magnet current is so chosen that the corona, control

which corrects for the beam energy is within the limit of the

control of the range. This range is restricted to about 100 keV

in one scan.

The arrangement used at the 5«5 MeV Van de graaff

accelerator for measurement of excitation function by automatic

scanning of the beam energy is illustrated in the block diagram

shown in Pig.13. The outputs of the detectors are amplified and

the region of interest of the spectrum of which excitation function

is to be studied 10 selected in the single channel analyser.

Several detectors can be used simultaneously or several different

regions of interest from the same detector can be selected in

different single channel analysers for the scan of a particular beam

energy range. The logic output of every S.C.A. is routed to the

memory router unit of the 4096 channel pulse height analyser through

a multidiacrimlnator unit. The fan In signal of all S.C.A. selected

detector outputs from the multidiscriminator unit is given to the

gate generator of the scanning units. This gate generator also

receives the sawtooth voltage signal from the ramp generator. The

height of the sawtooth wave form is sampled by the gate pulse so

that the output pulse height corresponds to the instantaneous voltage

of sawtooth wave form and hence the beam energy* This signal la
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given to the A.D.C. unit of the 4096 channel analyser, and

excitation funotions of different detectors are recorded in

different parts of the memory of the multichannel analyser.

Energy calibration of the scanning range is carried out by

passing the M R signal obtained from NMR probe, through a band-pass

amplifier having a band-pass of about 1 KHZ/sec. and recording the

output of this NMR signal on the multichannel analyser in the same

manner explained above. Different markers are obtained corresponding

to different NMR oscillator frequencies in the given range.

In one part of the memory of the multichannel analyser

current integrator counts are also recorded simultaneously in the

same manner explained above. This is essential to normalise the

yield obtained in> the excitation function with respect to the charge

collection-

Scanning unit shown in the block diagram contained in the

dotted lines is made in this laboratory and has been ueed for

recording the conversion electron spectrum in a six gap A -ray

spectrometer* Pig.H and 15 show some of the results obtained by

UBing the automatic scanning of the beam energy.
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IV - I O N I M P L A N T A T I O N

1 . An Insulated Core Transformer Power Supply For Ion Implantation -

(M.S. Bhatifl, N. Sanaa end C. Paramaslvan*) - As part of a new low

coBt ion implantation facility a heavy ion accelerator of 200 kilo-

volt energy and beam current of upto ten milliamperes i s under

construction. The power supply, used in this machine i s described

in this report.

Comparison of the various possible alternatives for the

generation of the high accelerating voltage showed that the

insulated core transformer ' was the most economicel and one for

which components would be readily available, Direot rectification

of high voltage alternating current Involves an expensive trans-

former with high voltage reotifiers and oapecltors which are

difficult to procure. In a cascade or voltage multiplying circuit,

again, capacitors working voltages are high and as a result these

capacitors have to be made or imported. A»C. ripple in both these

circuits tend to be higher then inUie insulated core transformer

( ICT ) . Charge transfer machines such as the Van de Graaff

cannot deliver larger currents without a great deal of development

effort.

The ICT comprises a primary seotlon (Fig.16) on which are

stacked ten secondary sections. The input power i s supplied to the

primary from a 440 volt taree phase supply connected through a

* Member of R.R.C., Kalpakkam.
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three phase varlac (Fig.17). The three primary coils consist of

600 turns each and are connected in delta. Each secondary seotion

has on each phase a 6600 turn winding which provides 3300 volts

AC. Each of these windings gives input to a full wave voltage

doubler circuit with 0.02 microfarad 5 kv capacitors. The three

resulting 6.6 KV DC voltages are connected in series, thus giving

20 KV DC per secondary seotion. The iron core of each phase

winding is insulated for 20 KV from the next.lower core section by

Mylar. A trickle current is drawn by a resistor chain and the

voltage measurement is made on this load. In addition three phase

power of upto 3.6 KVA is provided through the same oore at the high

voltage terminal from six coils, each of maximum voltage 230 volts

and 3 amperes.

The choice of placing the accelerating tube outside the

power supply led to a great reduction in size. In our design oal-

culatlons flux density of 1 weber per metre and a voltage rating

of 0.5 volts per turn was assumed. The voltage in each secondary

coll was kept to 3300 volts and the maximum current to 10 milli-

amperee. Within these constraints, all other dimensions and para-

meters were optimized by a computer programme for minimum cost and

size, consistent with the performance ratings for the components.

The final design is shown in Fig.16. The entire supply is 30 cm.

in dia-oeter and the height of 93 cm. was maintained since the

supply is meant for open air operation. To obtain an acourate
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cost estimate for the supply all the components for the ICT have

been purchased from local sources. The secondary iron cores have

had to be made in the workshop* The power supply is expected to be

ready for teats in January, 1975.

An analysis of the ripple, the waveforms and the performance

of ICT la some what difficult to evaluate. Only the full wave

voltage doubler circuit has been examined thus far . A computer

program was therefore written t6 simulate the behaviour of the ICT

for various load currents. Typically, at a load current of one

mi H i ampere, while the peek to peak ripple in each secondary supply

is two per cent, the ripple for the entire ICT supply is only 0.5

per cent with an output frequency of 300 cycles per second. For Ion

Implantation this ripple may be tolerable and may even be useful in

obtaining a beam raster. It may however be eliminated by Imposing a

300 cycle correction signal in antiphase at the fcigh voltage terminal.

The heavy ion source, extraction and mass analysis system

for the ion lmplanter have been made. The ICT supply would then

provide the accelerating voltage for the analysed beam. The high

currents reduce the implantation process time considerably.

Referencest

1. T.R. Benn and A.J. Soaturro. IEEE Transactions on Power Apparatus

and System, 84. (1965) 942.

2. D.L. Waidelich, Proo. I.K.S., 2$ (1941) 545.
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2. Ion Implantation Facility* (A.<5. Wagh, P.K. Bhattacharya and

N. Sarma) - Mass anelysed heavy ion beams from the Ion Implantation

Equipment in the Van de Graaff Lab. have been utilised to study

p-n, junctions formed on silicon single crystals and measure the

change in index of refraction of a thin implanted layer on

glasses. Experiments with various computer programmed heavy ion

profiles in these substrates are in progress.

A three port analysing magnet has been installed on the

line of the Ion Implantation Facility. The three ports are at 11°,

36° and 90°. The magnetic field is produced by energising a coil

made of 1.25 cm. square aluminium pipe. A constant current power

supply capable of delivering upto 250 Amps, into the coil provides

a stability of better than 0.1 per cent in the magnetic field at

6 k Gauss, Heavy ions emerging from the 400 keV Van de Graaff

aocelerator are focussed by means of an electromagnetic quadrupole

lens system, mass analysed with this magnet and sw*pt uniformly

over a large rectangular erea using electrostatic beam deflectors.

Beam currents of 0.1 uA/em over a 3 cm. square at a distance of

about 5 meters from the ion source have been used for ions

produced from a solid charge.

Singly charged gallium ion beams from this facility were

employed for bombarding low resistivity (1 to 10 ohmevd n-type

silicon crystals. The crystals surfaces exposed to the ions were
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polished to an optical finish and cleaned thoroughly with electro-

nic grade chemicals prior to irradiation. The ion fluences ranged

between 3x10 * and 3x10 Vcm at various energies between 100 and

200 keV. The crystal surfaces were approximately normal to ^111)>

axis and no special attempts were made to avoid channeling of the

incident beam. The implanted region, a circle 2.5 cm. in diameter,

gave a milky appearance and exhibited high resistivity due to the

formation of an amorphous layer.

The bombarded wafers were annealed in dry Nitrogen

atmosphere. After a oertaln annealing stage (typically 35O°C),

the implanted layers showed p-type behaviour. The annealing

temperatures ranged between 300 to 65O*C. The anneal treatments

were carried out in a furnace built by our group. Surface resis-

tivity measurements on the annealed layers were made with a four

point probe. The results of a typical resistivity vs. anneal

temperature measurement for isodhronal annealing of ten minutes are

shown in Pig.19*

Metal contacts to a semiconductor Junction play a vital

r-ole in its characteristics. For the formation of an ohmlo contact

to the p-type layer, gold evaporation, gold titanium combination

and aluminium "alloying1* have been examined. The aluminium

contact, in spite of its poor scratch resistance, has proved to be

the most satisfactory of these, poor adhesion to the semiconductor

surface typifies a gold evaporated oontaot- while difficulties
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encountered in preventing gold from diffusing into the doped layer

weigh heavily against the gold titanium combination. The contacts

were made in a clean' evaporator at 10 torr. Prior to evaporation,

the samples were carefully stripped of any contamination and of

oxide present on the surface. During aluminium evaporation the

crystal temperature was maintained at 200°C. The evaporation was

followed by a heat treatment of the Tsafer at 450°<J for 5 ninuteo.

Aluminium is known to achieve a good degree of uniform penetration

into silicon under these conditions* For the back contact, eleotro-

less nickel plating was made on a lapped surface. Phosphorous

introduced into the plated nickel by sodium hypophosphite, one of

the ingredients of the plating solution, diffuses into the base

material to some extent during subsequent anneal treatment and

ensures an ohmic contact even for this resistivity range. These

junctions were evaluated after forming a few hundred mass structure

diodes each a millimetre square on a single wafer. This was

achieved by etching two sets of parallel lines perpendicular to each

other in succession on the front surface using wax masking. I-V

characteristics for the individual diodes were seen on a Tektronix

transistor curve tracer. A small variation in the junction pro-

perties was observed for diodes on the same wafer (Pig.20). On

diodes showing the average behaviour, I-V measurements were manually

made over a wide range of currents and voltages; the log Ip Vs. Vy

and log IJJ Vs. Vg data for a typical junction are seen in Pig.21,^2.
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Reverse recovery technique was applied to determine minority

carrier lifetimes, A forward bias is applied in order to Inject

minority carriers into the lightly doped side of the junction

through a steady forward current Ip« The junction is then

switched to reverse conditions by means of a sharp voltage pulse.

This sweeps the stored charge rapidly across the Junction resulting

in a reverse transient current I R for a time t whereas the voltage

changesits polarity. The carrier lifetime T is computed from the

relationship!- * i

TTnlike the conduction phenomena in the Implanted layers reported

extensively in literature, work on the junction formed between the

layer and underlying substrate offers a direct estimation of the

semiconductor device. This majority carrier behaviour while the

p-n junction characteristics are, to a great extent, determined by

minority carriers and the density of recombination generation

centres.

The forward I-V curves of these junctions follow an

exponential relationship. The exponential frotors lie between 1.5

to 1.8 indicating a dominant recombination current component*

The reverse oharactsrlsties very closely obey Ifi (VR + V ) • but

display rather soft breakdowns indicating that $he damage extends

below the implantation. Minority carrier lifetimes have been

observed to be around 1 microsecond, leading to an estimate ofr>j
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10 /e.c. for the defeot concentration below the Junction* The

junctions formed in this laboratory exhibit higher reverse breakdown

voltages and carrier lifetimes in comparison with Oa implanted

diodes reported elsewhere.

The dopant concentration and profile <san be Independently

and accurately controlled by the technique of ion implantation. The

feasibility of exploiting this fact to produce implanted regions of

high refraotive index to predetermined thickness of glosses has been

Investigated. A light ray launched in this region can oover long

paths with little loss in Intensity by repeated total reflections

(fig.20), provided the refractive index of this layer exceeds that

of the substrate by 0.01 or more. Such a system finds ready

application in thin optical wave guides used in optical communication

systems*

Stralnfree, optically flat and clean samples of borosllicate

and pyrex glass were Implanted with 75 to 100 keV 8a* and Ar+ beams,

the doeee varying from 10 to 10 ' ions/cm2. The refraotive Index

of the doped layer was. then measured by the Brewster angle technique.

Using en optical spectrometer In conjunction with a photomultipller

tube, reflectivity Vs. angle of incidence measurements were made on

the sample, before and after the Irradiation, when illuminated by

light polarised in the plane of incidence at 5893 A. She angle at

whioh the two reflectivities oecome equal is the Brewster angle for

the implanted layer, assuming no losses.
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The refractive Index of the bombarded layer la obaerred

to rary linearly with doping cone. Hd In the forms n » no + (0.6

z 10 to 10 ) Hd* Ho aaturatlon In refractive index aeema to

have been attained even at n • 1.8. The mechanism vainly

reeponalble for the change in index of refraction appears to be

disorder produced by the incident energetic ions and is in

agreement with the theory.

3. Instrument Development! (P»K. Bhattacharya, M.S. Bhatia, A.G. Wegh

and H. Sarma) - Design construction and assembly of the ion

injector for I.C.T. - Ion implanter haa been completed. Various

ion souroe geometries for a high current density hollow cathode

ion souroe (designed and tested in collaboration with

Mr. V.A. Hattangadi) have been tried and typical extracted beam

current of 120/uA of Ar was obtained with emission current density

of 60 mA/cm • An einsel lens was designed and the geometry was

optimised for 15* beam divergence of heavy Ions from the present

ion source. A 15* magnet was assembled with required field coils

on the pole piece and yoke was redesigned with a suitable magnet

chamber. The beam of positive ions upto mass 70 would be bent,

analysed and dispersed into the accelerating tube of the I.O.T. -

ion implanter. Supporting Instrumentation la ready to be put on

teat.
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V. T A H D E M A O C B L E R A T O B

(H.G. Betlgerl, T.P. .David, C.V. Rayarappan and H.S. Bbatla) -

The work on 2 MY Tandem aooelerator Is making steady progress* The

first stage of the accelerator, namely, the Ion source is ready.

The Duo-plasmatron ion source complete with extraction system and

Elnzel lens has been working satisfactorily*. We have extracted

5 mA H+, 5 BA A+ and 1Q mA H* beams to 20 keV extraction voltage.

By displacing the intermediate electrode axis with respect to the

ion emission aperture, we have extracted 200 uA VT beam directly.

Eaittanoe and Brightness neaf*'jrement have been made for the Ion

source.

Emlttanoe £ • 3.66 x iO"*2(mm-mrad)

Brightness B « 10 1 0 (mA/cm2 - rad2)

In the second stage, namely the voltage generator some of the

hardware going into It has been fabricated. All the components (like

gradient bars,spark gaps) that go to make up column sections have

been reoelved and fitted in place. The hoops on the equipotential

planes have been made in two pieces. One half is welded on to the

aluminium plate. The other half is to be push fitted on to the

aluminium plate, and is held in position by rivetted clips. The

tank housing the voltage gen'erator has now been completely designed

and is to be fabricated in the Central Workshop, fabrication

drawings are being prepared. For the charging system, we have

already reoelved a special "Inverted motor" designed and built by

Electrioel Works Seotion of BARO. The motor performance on

* Aooepted for publication In Nuclear Instruments & Methods
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Initial tests has been found to be satisfactory to giro the

designed out-put of 1.5 H.F. A sample nylon belt received has

been tested for mechanical strength satisfactorily.

The third stage of the accelerator namely the ion optic*

components has been completely designed. This stage consists of

(1) Accelerating tube (2) Ion souroe magnet (3) Analysing magnet

(4) Lenses* It was found that the firm contracted for pressing

s.a. electrodes was unable to execute a satisfactory jobe Hence,

the work has to be taken up within BARC. We have approached RCD

for fabricating the electrodes. Most of glass rings have been

received and have been sent for further grinding to exact shape

and size as per our design* The 20* - ion source magnet is feeing

fabricated in the Central Workshops Designing of 20* analysing

magnet and Eineel lenses have been completed.
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VI I S O T O P E S E P A R A T O R

(Y.A. HettanKHdi, F.R. Bhathena, K.I. Patel and E. Shallon) -

The machining of the main analysing magnet for the mass separator

under construction, DUMAS i s nearing completion. About 18 out of

20 yok» nembers havo been fully machined end the machining of the

regaining pieces i s in progress. The manufacture at the energising

c o i l s for the magnet, which has been entrusted to a local engineering

firm, i s in progress; a smaller, t r ia l pancake i s being wound for

i n i t i a l proof t e s t s , A number of e lectrical tes ts were carried out

on the samples of epoxy pre-impregnated fibre glass tapes being

specially manufactured for us and i n i t i a l d i f f i cu l t i e s due to Mois-

ture absorption in extreme humid environment have been overcome by

applying a thin extra ooat of epoxy both before and after the

taping process.

The assembly of the vacuum system - comprising of four

large vacuum chambers for the ion source and col lectors , with indi-

vidual pumping modules - the power supplies and other electro

instruments have already been completed and tested. The main rotary

vacuum pump, of 5000 lt/mt» Capacity was procured and tested

meticulously with continuous operation for 8 to 10 hours daily for

over one month prior to i t s acceptance. The pumping speed

characteristics of the pump were measured and monitored continuously

during these t e s t s . A 4" diameter vacuum l ine has been constructed
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i •>••• connecting the main rotary pump to the various pumping

Oss. A 10" orifice, eliding gate valve has also been

i icated and proved leak tight} three more gate valves are at

!u< i ent under production*

A small portable, d.o. amplifier circuit has been built

.<: . uee with thermocouple or loniaation vacuum gauge for rough

i ,&> detection. A high currant choke filter circuit was added

it.: •. &eh of the ion source power supplies* The control circuit

f-v the ion beam scanner was improved by introducing auto

* Letting of the flip-flops for each cycle. The scanner has beOK

'•'.triad with en actual ion beam from our ion source on the teat

hc-mih '. The vacuum monitor clrouits were also modified for

better operation and recalibrated. All the instrument and other

panels on the control desk have been given the final finishing

with painting, calibration etc.

The experimental investigation of different types of

:.i.t'h current ion sources continued throughout the year. A now

hollow cathode type ion aouroe has been designed and fabricated*,

.r->hninary testing of the aouroe is now in progress. With arc

c brents of about 2A, extraoted currents of the order of 140 uA

hc-.ve been achieved from an emission orfloe of about 20 mils.

diotaoter which means an extraoted ion eurrent density of 60 mA/eia1.

Farther improvements and studies are under consideration. The

Duoplasmatron Ion Souroe was alao rehashed and operated to give

» This work was done in collaboration with Dr. P.K* Bhattaoharya
of Ion Implantation Group.
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4 mA extracted ion current from a 10 x 0.4 mm slit at 30 Kf

extraction potential amounting to an ion current density of about

100 mA/cm . However, it was found that the alignment of the

emission slit with the source axis being vary critical results

are not very reproducible. In the low voltage arc type souroe,

the filament size was increased from 1mm dla to 1.63 am dla.

tungsten wire to increase its life to about 12 hours under large

arc current condition*). The filament posts have been redesigned

to take the larger filament currents, of the order of 150-200 A,

with water cooled support blocks. The floating electrode, which

used to get damaged frequently due to electron bombardment, has

been replaced by a small tungsten wire, which also serves as a

probe for measuring ion density behind the emission slit. A

mechanical remote control system for adjustment of distance and

orientation of the extraction electrode with respect to the ion

source emission slit has been constructed and mounted in one of

the ion source limbs for the mass separator and it is being

tested out at present.

Referencet

1. "A beam profile monitor" - paper presented in Nucl. Fhys. ft

Solid State Physics Symposium, Bombay, (Sec. 1975).
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VII INDIAN NUCLEAR DATA GROUP ACTIVITIES

1. A report "Progress Report on Huclear Data Aotltitles In India -

X* was published (BARG-77O, 1974). This Is a compilation of

reports on the work (mainly experimental) pertaining to Nuclear

Data done In the various laboratories in India, This report was

presented at 7th IHDC meeting held In Australia In October, 1974*

2. As participation in CINDA activity, 15 entries were sent in

CINDA forms to IAEA. These are informations on nuclear data

published in India.

3. Activities in connection with the Computer Programme Library

(CPL) of the Nuclear Energy Agency (NEA) was continued. A few

programme listings, periodicals end also list of programmes from

CPL were received during the period*

OXO

4. Measurement of Neutron Capture Cross-section on Th between

0.1 to 2 MeVt (H.lf. Jain, S.K. Gupta, R.P. Anand, R.N. Jlndal and

U.K. Mehta) - The capture cross section on Th reported in the

literature In the above energy range have errors of the order of

204. There are large discrepancies between different sets of data,

the earlier work was generally done by measuring the induoed
OVK

A -activity of Th. In order to remove the discrepancy and as

a check on the previous work it Is proposed to measure the oross-

section with reduced errors. This would be done by measuring the
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intensity of a few delayed gamma lines emitted following the

A -decay. With the help of an accurately calibrated Ge(Li)

detector thin can be done to within leas than 101* error.

ThiB would require the knowledge of the branching ratios for

various gammn rays, also, to an accuracy better than 10#.

Preliminary work to measure these branching ratios and relative

photo peak efficiencies has been started. A simultaneous irradia-

tion of one thorium and one gold foil, both of 14 mm diameter* was

done in a well thennalized neutron flux (/ViOno/cm /sec.) at the

CIRUS reactor, at Trombay for 15 minutes. The gamma spectra of the

irradiated samples were measured with a 27 cc Ge(Ll) detector with

a resolution of 3.3 keV PWHM at 662 keV. The measured Intensities

of seven different photo peaks (162, 169t 441, 448, 459# 670, 678

keV) were extracted and identified to be arising from the decay of
233

Th as shown by their half life. The 459 and 670 keV gamma rays

were found to prominent. The photo peak efficiencies of the seven

gammas will be measured relative to the 412 keV gamma from ~ Au.

The computer program SAMPO was adapted to BESM-6 for fitting the

multipole peaks.

Using the measured relative efficiencies and thermal neutron

212 1O.7
<u?pture cross sections for ' Th and 7 Au, the branching ratios for

the seven gammas will be calculated. These branching ratios and the

1Q7
known neutron capture cross section for Au will be used to

measure the capture cross section for Th for higher energy

neutrons. The capture cross section G"j- on gold is known to an
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aoouracjr of 3-4^. Howerer absolute measurement Is also planned

where the neutron flux will be measured utilising a silicon

surfaoe barrier sandwich system which is being dereloped.
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